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Accounting for digital businesses

Executive Summary
Businesses were hit hard the world over in
2020, with small businesses bearing the brunt
of an historically unprecedented shock to global
economies. However, data analysis shows that these
businesses were remarkably resilient in the face
of the COVID-19 pandemic. Now, some eighteen
months after the pandemic began, business
spending in the UK, Australia, US, Canada and
France is up, and, in many categories, now sits
comfortably above pre-pandemic levels.
In the UK, US, Canada, France and Australia, businesses
suffered from the economic consequences of lockdown
measures, with business spending on a range of expenses
plummeting. In Canada, for example, business spending on
travel fell by a staggering 100% as previously mobile teams
found themselves grounded. Despite this, businesses were
quick to get back on their feet, with spending on software
and technology in particular driving recovery. Over the last
year, businesses have digitised at a considerably accelerated
pace. Spending on remote working software, by necessity,
sky-rocketed, allowing Microsoft to consolidate its already
considerable grip on the market. In Australia, overall business
spend on Microsoft is now five times higher than it was in 2018,
and the tech giant has overtaken the country’s previous leader
Zoom by a vast margin.

Business
spending in the
UK, Australia, US,
Canada and France
is up, and, in many
categories, now
sits comfortably
above prepandemic levels

This report is a study of how businesses are ‘digitising’ using
three key metrics - digital advertising, delivery fulfilment,
remote working solutions.
The reasons these ‘digitising’ metrics are important are
twofold. One: they give us a deeper sense of how businesses
are managing their sales, operations and marketing, in a vastly
different world to 18 months ago. Two: they present unique
challenges for accountants, bookkeepers and financial services
professionals, due to the complexity of data collection and
organisation and the need for real time sales information.
We have produced this report to help accountants and
bookkeepers to understand the pace and scale of these
changes, and how they can respond. We’d love to hear your
own perspectives and to discuss how Dext services can help
you ensure that managing and taking on more clients who are
‘digitising’ their businesses is profitable and productive.
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UK Business Spending Report
Overall spend data reveals that UK businesses have
demonstrated remarkable resilience in the last year.
Property, Travel, Rent and Leisure & Entertainment were the four
spending areas most affected by the first lockdown in March
2020. However, businesses have responded more effectively to
successive lockdowns, especially when it comes to allocating
capital.
Some spending areas have seen impressive and steady growth,
namely Technology, Outsourcing and Sales. Spending on Staff
Expenses, Advertising & Marketing, Transport and Property has
also recovered in the past 12 months.
Overall spending now sits well above pre-pandemic levels,
indicating a return to normal economic activity and increased
spending potential among businesses.

Property

Travel

Rent

Leisure &
Entertainment

Businesses
have
responded
more
effectively to
successive
lockdowns
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UK Software & Technology
Software & Technology spending rose by 17% in April 2020, and
peaked at a 66% increase in July 2020.
Restrictions in the UK eased in August and September, resulting
in some aspects of Software & Technology spending to drop
to pre-pandemic levels, chiefly spending on remote working
solutions
From October 2020 onwards, however, spending in this area
began to rise yet again, and has remained consistently high
since. Software & Technology spending hit its peak in March
2021, reaching an impressive 85% above pre-pandemic levels.

Software &
Technology
spending hit
its peak in
March 2021

In the first quarter of 2021, the average e-spend per transaction
grew by 14%.

Software and
technology spending is
now 85% above prepandemic levels
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UK Digital Advertising
UK business spend on digital advertisers Google and Facebook
grew 2.5 times between 2018 and the end of 2020, with average
spend per transaction at £1,067 (Google) and £870 (Facebook).
Spending on Google and Facebook dwarfed spending on Twitter
and LinkedIn ten times over.

Graph I: UK digital advertising spend

Graph I: UK digital advertising spend (total spend of businesses analysed)
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UK Remote Working Software
Zoom was a clear beneficiary of the move to remote working,
experiencing an 11-fold increase in spend registered with British
businesses between 2018 - 2020. However, this meteoric
increase has not been sustained as workers return to offices
and Microsoft still dominates the market.
Graph III: UK remote working solutions spend
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UK Delivery Enablement
Royal Mail has held onto its status as UK businesses' favourite
carrier, enjoying a 4.3 times increase in business spending
between 2018 and 2020. Fedex has risen to second place,
experiencing a ten-fold increase in spend.
IV: UK company
deliveryspend
company
GraphGraph
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UK Delivery Fulfilment
Deliveroo is the favoured delivery enablement platform used by
British hospitality and takeaway businesses, experiencing a 3
times growth from 2018 to 2020. However, JustEat has grown
faster over the period, with spend increasing 3.5 times in just
one year between 2019 and 2020.
Graph VI: UK food and grocery business business business
delivery company spend
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UK Payment Solutions
There was a 2000% increase in GoCardless spending volumes
in the UK between March 2020-2021 as direct-to-consumer
sales increased.
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Australia Business Spending Report
Small businesses were hit hardest in Australia, but data
shows that average spend per transaction now sits above prepandemic levels, signalling a renewed economic confidence in
the country.
Health, Charities & Donations and Rent experienced the highest
degree of volatility in 2020.

Health

Charities &
Donations

Rent

Average
spend per
transaction
now sits
above prepandemic
levels
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Australian Software & Technology
Software spending remained remarkably immune to lockdown
measures in Australia. The announcement of lockdowns in New
South Wales and Victoria in March 2020 saw average spending
on Software & Technology decrease by 11%. From July onwards,
however, average software spending rose consistently.
As of Q1 2021, average spending on Software & Technology grew
22% YoY. This shows that software spending has become more
integral to Australian businesses.

From July
onwards,
average
software
spending rose
consistently

Average spending on
Software & Technology
grew 22% YoY
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Australian Digital Advertising
Overall business spend on digital advertising has grown
enormously since 2018, with the biggest winner being Google. In
2018, Google trailed behind Facebook, but overall spend on the
company had doubled by the next year and continued to soar
in 2020. Overall spend on Google in 2021 is 4 times higher than
it was in 2018. Facebook saw overall spend double in the same
period, but the 2021 figure is still half that of Google’s. LinkedIn
also performed well, with overall spend 6 times higher than in
2018. Spend per submission now also sits above pre-pandemic
levels across the board.

Overall spend on Google in
2021 is 4 times higher than
it was in 2018.
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Australian Remote Working Software
Microsoft has overtaken Zoom to become Australia’s number
one remote working solution. Spend per transaction on
Microsoft is now five times higher than it was in 2018, and more
than twice the size of Zoom’s 2021 figure. Skype saw overall
spend surge in 2020, only to fall well below pre-pandemic levels
in 2021. Spend per submission has generally fallen between
2018 and 2021, with the exception of Microsoft.

Skype saw overall
spend surge in
2020

Graph
VIII:
remote
solutions
spend
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Australian Delivery Enablement
Between 2018 and 2021, overall business spend on Australia
Post doubled, securing the company’s place at the top of the
leaderboard. Australia Post’s spend per submission peaked
in 2020, and in 2021 sits above 2018 levels. DHL Express
has made good ground, despite dropping in 2019, with large
increases to both overall spend and spend per submission.

Between 2018
and 2021, overall
business spend
on Australia Post
doubled

Graph IX: AU delivery spend
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Australian Delivery Fulfilment
Australian business spending on delivery fulfilment services
is a tale of two halves. UberEats has overtaken Deliveroo to
become the number one choice for businesses in Australia.
Overall spend on UberEats in 2021 is 9 times higher than in
2018, and spend per submission has also been driven up.
UberEats’ success may explain why overall spend on Deliveroo
has almost halved since 2018, and the company’s spend per
submission has also plummeted. Just Eat has fared similarly
poorly. However, Menulog has had significant success, with
spend per submission doubling and overall spend ballooning by
a factor of 18.

Overall spend on
Deliveroo has
almost halved
since 2018
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Canada Business Spending Report
Canada’s businesses and GDP were significantly impacted by
the pandemic and subsequent lockdown measures. Fortunately,
there are now signs that the country’s business activity is
recovering.
In most spending categories, the average spend per transaction
now sits above pre-pandemic levels.
Nearly all spending categories experienced a high degree of
volatility in spend amounts over the last year. The hardest
hit areas were Accommodation, Software & Technology,
Outsourcing and COGS.
Between March and April 2020, Health and Staff Expenses saw
significant increases (at 68% and 18%, respectively), while Travel
spending plummeted by 100%. Charities & Donations and Sales
spending were also negatively affected, dropping by 55% and
9%, respectively.

$
Accomodation

Software &
Technology

`Outsourcing

COGS

Between
March and
April 2020,
Health
and Staff
Expenses saw
significant
increases
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Canadian Software & Technology
Microsoft remained the most popular software solution for
Canadian businesses in 2020. The company saw moderate
but volatile growth throughout the year, with overall spending
peaking at 134% in January 2021. In February, however, overall
spending had dropped to pre-pandemic levels.
Microsoft’s average spend has also been highly volatile, but has
now returned to pre-pandemic levels.
The most volatile Software & Technology provider was
Slack. After a number of peaks and troughs, Slack’s average
transaction value stabilised at $142. This may have been caused
by businesses trialling different software plans over the year,
before settling with Slack from November onwards.

The most
volatile
Software &
Technology
provider was
Slack

Zoom is the clearest winner when it comes to overall spending,
seeing a 390% rise between February and March 2020.

Zoom overall
spending, rose 390%
between February and
March 2020
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Canadian Digital Advertising
Overall digital advertising spend on Facebook and Google has
climbed steadily and impressively since 2018. LinkedIn’s overall
spend has increased six times over, and it is the only digital
advertiser other than Facebook that has grown its spend per
submission to above pre-pandemic levels. Canadian businesses
have continued to invest in digital advertising, with all four
leading providers seeing steady growth, despite spend per
submission generally dipping in 2020.

LinkedIn’s overall spend
has increased six times
over

CA
digital advertising
spend
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Canadian Remote Working Software
Citrix’s spend per submission has grown consistently between
2018 and 2021 to overtake previous leader Microsoft, whose
spend per submission was roughly twice that of Citrix’s in
2018. In terms of overall spend, however, Microsoft has roughly
doubled its figures. Zoom has seen the biggest proportional
increase, with spend per submission sitting slightly above prepandemic levels and overall spend around 57 times higher than
it was in 2018.

Zoom has seen
the biggest
proportional
increase

Graph XIV: CA remote working solution spend
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Canadian Delivery Enablement
Overall spend on delivery enablement has skyrocketed since
2018. Overall spend on Canada Post, for example, is five times
higher than it was in 2018. FedEx has seen slightly less drastic
growth than Canada Post, and as of 2021 it remains only
narrowly in the lead. FedEx’s spend per submission, however,
has roughly doubled. Challenger USPS has made in-roads in
Canada, growing overall spend to more than 5 times its prepandemic level. The company’s spend per submission has also
climbed dramatically.

Overall spend
on delivery
enablement has
skyrocketed since
2018

Graph XV: CA delivery spend
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Canadian Delivery Fulfilment
UberEats has held onto its title as Canada’s favoured delivery
fulfilment solution. Overall spend on the takeaway giant has
increased by around 18 times between 2018 and 2021. Spend
per submission, however, now sits just below pre-pandemic
levels. UberEats’s impressive growth may explain why former
high performers Foodora and Just Eat have seen their overall
spend plummet. Instacart has had some success, with overall
spend and spend per submission now comfortably above prepandemic levels.

UberEats has held
onto its title as
Canada’s favoured
delivery fulfilment
solution.
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France Business Spending Report
Robust government support has mitigated the extensive
economic impact of lockdown measures in France. In most
areas, average spend per transaction now sits at or above prepandemic levels.
Despite this renewed level of business performance and
economic confidence, nearly all categories experienced extreme
spending volatility. The most affected categories were Sales,
Software & Technology, Rent and Accountancy, Finance &
Insurance.

Sales

Accountancy,
Finance, and
Insurance

Rent

Software &
Technology

In most areas,
average
spend per
transaction
now sits at
or above prepandemic
levels
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French Software & Technology
Software & Technology experienced some of the most severe
variation in average spend throughout the year, and these
fluctuations rarely correlated with lockdown measures.
Between March and May 2020, average spend on Software &
Technology increased by 497%. Spending then fell in June and
July, only to spike again in both August and October. Spending
fell dramatically after this, but the average spend still remained
higher than in 2020.
2021’s second quarter saw an average spend per transaction of
€1563, a YoY increase of 155%.

Spending then
fell in June
and July, only
to spike again
in both August
and October

Between March and
May 2020, average
spend on Software &
Technology increased
by 497%
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French Digital Advertising
Google maintains its position as France’s favoured digital
advertiser, with roughly double the overall spend as runner-up
Facebook. The company has seen its overall spend increase
ten times over since 2018. The other leading providers have
mirrored this growth to a lesser extent, with LinkedIn seeing a
dramatic increase in overall spend since 2018. Google’s spend
per submission dipped in 2020, but has now recovered, and,
as with LinkedIn and Facebook, now sits above pre-pandemic
levels.

LinkedIn saw a dramatic
increase in overall spend
since 2018

Graph XVII: FR digital advertising spend

Graph XVII: FR digital advertising spend (total spend of businesses analysed)
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French Remote Working Software
Microsoft has proven itself to be French businesses’ favourite
remote working solution by a huge margin. Overall spend on
the company has increased by a factor of 17 between 2018 and
2021. Zoom is in second place, with overall spend increasing
from EUR3,087.74 to EUR569,970.82 . Both companies have
also seen an increase in spend per submission. Skype has fared
badly overall. Despite impressive growth in both 2019 and 2020,
overall spend currently in 2021 is down to around a third of what
it was in 2018. Skype’s spend per submission also plummeted
during the pandemic, and data shows that while French
businesses are investing more and more in remote working
software, Microsoft and Zoom are the chief beneficiaries among
the country’s leading providers.

Microsoft has
proven itself
to be French
businesses’
favourite

Graph XVIII: FR remote working solution spend
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French Delivery Enablement
Overall business spend on La Poste has increased by a factor
of almost 30. As such, La Poste holds onto the lead by a
significant margin. DHL Express has enjoyed significant gains in
terms of both overall spend and spend per submission, which
has roughly doubled since 2018. DPD has seen a meteoric rise
in spend per submission, peaking in 2020 at 7 times its prepandemic level. Other delivery providers, such as Royal Mail,
have generally seen spend per submission and overall spend
drop between 2018 and 2021.

DPD has seen a
meteoric rise
in spend per
submission

Graph XIX: FR delivery spend
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French Delivery Fulfilment
Deliveroo remains France’s number one delivery fulfilment
service, with overall spend dwarfing that of nearest rival
UberEats. Both companies, however, have seen overall spend
increase considerably since 2018. Deliveroo’s overall spend has
grown by a factor of 100, and UberEats has followed a similar
trajectory. Unlike Deliveroo, however, UberEats has seen spend
per submission drop steadily between 2018 and 2021. Just Eat
has also had some success, with spend per submission peaking
in 2020, before dropping slightly in 2021.

Deliveroo remains
France’s number
one delivery
fulfilment service

Graph XX: FR food and grocery business business business
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USA Business Spending Report
US lockdowns were managed on a federal level, making
it difficult to identify clear correlations between data and
COVID-19 restrictions. Despite this, it is clear that US
businesses were hit hardest between March and July 2020.
The majority of business spending and overall activity dropped
during the beginning of the US’s lockdowns. This slump was
short-lived, however, as businesses invested in Software &
Technology to drive recovery.
Spending on outsourcing decreased as businesses moved
towards digital and cloud technology.
Retail and wholesale companies, which remained open during
2020, benefited considerably from their “business as usual”
approach.
The pandemic had a limited impact on business spend,
which, despite a small drop between April and July 2020, has
continued to rise. April 2021, however, was the first month in
which business spend returned to pre-pandemic levels.
Categories that have driven increased expenditure include
Accounting, Finance & Insurance and Advertising & Marketing.

Spending on
outsourcing
decreased as
businesses
moved
towards digital
and cloud
technology
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USA Software & Technology
Microsoft was the most utilised software solution for US
businesses, with spend increasing by 257%.
Slack experienced the biggest periodic increase in business
spend - rising 5364% between July and October 2020 - but
its overall growth failed to match this with spending on the
platform well behind Microsoft and Zoom.
Zoom and Skype enjoyed a 65% increase between February and
March 2021, but this soon returned to normal levels. Overall,
both companies maintained consistency throughout the period,
with Zoom experiencing a 9% increase in business spend.

Slack
experienced
the biggest
periodic
increase in
business spend

Zoom and Skype
enjoyed a 65% increase
between February and
March 2021
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USA Digital Advertising
Google and Facebook have been in close competition for the
top spot since 2018, with Google making impressive advances
in 2019 in particular. The companies have seen parallel growth
since 2020 too, but Google has managed to maintain its lead.
Overall spend on the advertiser is now 5 times higher than in
2018. Both Facebook and Google have also seen spend per
submission roughly double between 2018 and 2021. Despite
LinkedIn’s spend per submission dropping to below prepandemic levels, its overall spend has increased by 1.7 times.

Overall spend on
Google is now 5 times
higher than in 2018

Graph XXI: US digital advertising spend
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USA Remote Working Software
Generally, US spending on remote working software is
significantly higher than it was in 2018, with Microsoft being the
most favoured solution. Overall spend on Microsoft increased
by 6 times between 2018 and 2020, and although spend has
now declined slightly, it still remains far higher than prepandemic. Overall spend on Zoom is ten times higher than
pre-pandemic levels, and the company’s spend per submission
has also climbed steadily since 2018. Skype was hardest hit by
the pandemic, with spend per submission halving between 2018
and 2021.

Skype was
hardest hit by the
pandemic
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USA Delivery Enablement
UPS saw a sharp decline between 2018 and 2019, but overall
spend and spend per submission have recovered somewhat.
FedEx has taken an impressive lead over the former frontrunner in terms of overall spend. Overall spend on FedEx is now
7 times higher than it was in 2018. USPS has also performed
well, with both spend per submission and overall spend roughly
doubling between 2018 and 2021. Overall spend for the top
three delivery enablement solutions peaked in 2020 and has
now dropped slightly, settling well above pre-pandemic levels.

FedEx has taken an
impressive lead
over the former
front-runner in
terms of overall
spend
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USA Delivery Fulfilment
Data shows that Instacart is the favourite delivery fulfilment
solution for US businesses. Overall spend on the company
peaked in 2020 and, despite decreasing in 2021, is still 3 times
higher than in 2018. Spend per submission similarly peaked
in 2020, but now sits at pre-pandemic levels. Former leader
UberEats lost ground to Instacart in 2020 and overall spend
on the company is now the same as in 2018. Grubhub has
performed well too, seeing the biggest increase in overall spend
(10 times higher in 2021 than in 2018).

Instacart is the
favourite delivery
fulfilment solution
for US businesses
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Tracking the new world of businesses spending in real-time
After over a year of disruption across all
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